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Abstract The 20,000-ton combined train running has

greatly promoted China’s heavy-haul railway transporta-

tion capability. The application of controllable train-tail

devices could improve the braking wave of the train and

braking synchronism, and alleviate longitudinal impulse.

However, the characteristics of the controllable train-tail

device such as exhaust area, exhaust duration and exhaust

action time are not uniform in practice, and their effects on

the longitudinal impulse of the train are not apparent,

which is worth studying. In this work, according to the

formation of the Datong–Qinhuangdao Railway, the train

air brake and longitudinal dynamics simulation system

(TABLDSS) is applied to establish a 20,000-ton combined

train model with the controllable train-tail device, and the

braking characteristics and the longitudinal impulse of the

train are calculated synchronously with changing the air

exhaust time, exhaust area, and action lag time under initial

braking. The results show that the maximum coupler force

of the combined train will decrease with the extension of

the continuous exhaust time, while the total exhaust time of

the controllable train-tail device remains unchanged; the

maximum coupler force of the combined train reduces by

32.5% with the exhaust area increasing from 70% to 140%;

when the lag time between the controllable train-tail device

and the master locomotive is more than 1.5 s, the

maximum coupler force of the train increases along with

the time difference enlargement.

Keywords Controllable train-tail device � 20,000-ton

combined train � Coupler force � Initial braking

1 Introduction

Heavy-haul railway transportation has been one of the

main directions of railway development and has received

more and more attentions due to its advantages of low cost,

high efficiency, and energy conservation. In China,

Datong-Qinhuangdao Railway is the first double-tracked

heavy-haul electric coal-dedicated line undertaking Chi-

nese coal resources transportation, and has successfully

been operating the 20,000-ton combined train since 2006.

As the vehicles continue to use air braking systems and the

length of a 20,000-ton combined train is about 2700 m, the

asynchronization of each vehicle air braking arises and

causes the problem of longitudinal impulse during the train

braking. Aiming to reduce the longitudinal impulse during

the 20,000-ton combined train braking, the controllable

train-tail device was officially utilized in 2007 to exhaust

the compressed air at the brake pipe end to improve

braking synchronization. For the difference between the

controllable train-tail device and the locomotives, the

exhaust performance of the controllable train-tail device

will affect the vehicle air braking transmission and the

longitudinal impulse of the train. Therefore, it is necessary

to study the influence of controllable train-tail
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characteristics on the longitudinal impulse of the 20,000-

ton combination train.

Researchers usually adopt experimental and numerical

simulation methods to study longitudinal train dynamics.

However, the numerical simulation method is widely used

because of its high efficiency, low risk, low cost, and

ability to conduct multi-parameter influence analysis. Cole

et al. [1, 2] introduced the important development of lon-

gitudinal train simulation and explained the longitudinal

train modeling methods, which cover the numerical solver,

vehicle draft gear model, traction and dynamic brake

model, pneumatic brake model, propulsion resistance,

curving resistance, gravitational components, and pre-

sented applications of longitudinal train simulation. Wu

et al. [3] focused on dynamics models that can be used for

freight train air brake simulations, sorted out the 24 braking

models, and analyzed the modeling principles of the

empirical model, fluid dynamic model, and fluid empirical

dynamic model, finally discussed the challenges and

research gaps in air braking modeling. Because the longi-

tudinal impulse of heavy haul trains is closely related to the

characteristics of their vehicle braking systems, it is nec-

essary to conduct a joint analysis of the train braking

system and the train longitudinal dynamics system. Spec-

chia et al. [4, 5] established the locomotive automatic brake

valve, air brake pipe and vehicle control unit model (CCU),

then predicted the train braking performance, and simu-

lated the train dynamics by combining the train longitu-

dinal dynamic model. Aboubakr et al. [6] built up the

electronically controlled pneumatic (ECP) brake model

including the train line, locomotive automatic brake valve,

air brake pipe, and manifold, predicted the longitudinal

dynamic characteristics of 50 vehicles, and compared the

simulation results with the safety and operation of the

American Railway Association and the test results in other

references. Pugi et al. [7, 8] set up a simplified model of

longitudinal train dynamics based on the three-dimensional

freight car with the braking model and buffer model, then

simulated various working conditions and studied the

relationship between train braking characteristics, buffer

characteristics, and train formation with longitudinal train

impulse. Mohammadi et al. [9, 10] established the longi-

tudinal dynamic model of the train by using MATLAB

software to discuss the influence of braking system char-

acteristics on the train longitudinal impulse. Many scholars

have conducted longitudinal dynamics research in China

based on the Chinese braking system and heavy haul trains

operation. Chang et al. [11] established the longitudinal

dynamics and air braking system model based on the

nonlinear equations that obtained the brake pipe pressure

distribution by measured data in the brake test, and the

longitudinal coupler-force was verified by the 20,000-ton

heavy-haul train with a configuration of the locomotive

(SS4) ? 51 vehicles (C80) ? locomotive (SS4) ? 51

vehicles (C80) ? locomotive (SS4) ? 51 vehicles

(C80) ? locomotive (SS4) ? 51 vehicles (C80). Sun et al.

[12] built up a longitudinal train dynamic model with a

buffer model based on the vehicle impact test data and the

train brake model using an air brake characteristic multi-

parameter mathematical method and analyzed the longi-

tudinal dynamics under different line conditions and

braking action. Yang et al. [13] set up a dynamic model of

the 20,000-ton heavy-haul train in Matlab/Simulink and

obtained air braking force according to the brake cylinder’s

pressure change curve. The longitudinal impulse of the

locomotive (SS4) ? 102 vehicles (C80) ? 2 locomotives

(SS4) ? 102 vehicles (C80) ? locomotive (SS4) combi-

nation train was analyzed by considering the influence of

factors such as lag time of the slave locomotive, vehicle

type, draft gear device, and operating conditions under

emergency braking. Wei et al. [14–18] developed the

simulation system TABLDSS by combining the air brake

simulation system with the longitudinal dynamics simula-

tion system in FORTRAN to conduct the synchronous

simulation of air braking and longitudinal dynamics. In the

TABLDSS, the air brake simulation system is based on the

air-flow theory, which can reflect the pressure distribution

and air brake force under the operation of braking and

releasing. It gets rid of the limitation of empirical formulas

and numerical interpolation on test results to obtain the air

braking force and provides an analysis tool for the influ-

ence of the air braking system characteristic on the longi-

tudinal impulse of the train. In the international evaluation

of the train longitudinal dynamics simulation system, the

TABLDSS simulation system was the one with the fastest

calculation speed, better simulation accuracy, and high

simulation accuracy among nine simulation systems from

six countries [19].

The controllable train-tail device has been used in the

20,000-ton combined train of Datong–Qinhuangdao Rail-

way for many years, relevant studies are few except that

Wei et al. [20] studied the effect of train-tail characteristics

on the 20,000-ton combined train longitudinal impulse by

TABLDSS under full-service braking. According to the

driving instruction manual of Datong–Qinhuangdao Rail-

way, the initial braking by 50 kPa reduction operates most

frequently, and the fixed pressure reduction in the con-

trollable train-tail device is 50 kPa. Therefore, this work

establishes the controllable train-tail device model in the

train air braking simulation system that reflects the char-

acteristics of Datong–Qinhuangdao Railway, conducts

joint simulation with the train longitudinal dynamics,

mainly studies the influence of the exhaust characteristics

of the controllable train-tail device on the longitudinal

impact of the 20,000-ton combined train under the initial

braking of 50 kPa pressure reduction, and provides
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theoretical reference and analysis tools for the design and

improvement of the controllable train-tail device.

2 Train air brake and longitudinal dynamics
simulation

The 20,000-ton combination train adopts two locomotives

and a controllable train-tail as shown in Fig. 1. Through

Locotrol technology and GSM-R communication technol-

ogy, the master locomotive transmits the braking signal to

the slave locomotive and the controllable train-tail, then

exhausting of multi-locomotive and controllable train-tail

is fulfilled during braking, and each vehicle gradually

generates air braking force. The longitudinal train dynamic

is used to establish motion equations for each locomotive

and vehicle and solve their longitudinal motion processes.

2.1 Longitudinal dynamics simulation

In the TABLDSS, each vehicle (including the locomotive)

is taken as a concentrated mass and has only one longitu-

dinal degree of freedom. Each concentrated mass is con-

nected by a spring-damping system that simulates the

coupler and draft gear. Figure 2 illustrates the forces

applied to each vehicle.

Each vehicle has the following force equilibrium

equation:

mi €xi ¼ F1i þ F2i; ð1Þ
F1i ¼ FGi � FGiþ1 þ FLi � FWi; ð2Þ

F2i ¼
� vi

vij j ðFAi þ FBi þ FCiÞ vi [ 0

�ðFAi þ FBi þ FCiÞ vi ¼ 0 and F1i � ðFAi þ FBi þ FCiÞ
�F1i vi ¼ 0 and F1i\ðFAi þ FBi þ FCiÞ

8
><

>:
;

ð3Þ

where mi €xi, FGi, FLi, FAi, FBi, FCi, and FWi refer,

respectively, to inertia force, coupler force, traction force

or electric braking force, running resistance, air braking

force, curve resistance and grade resistance; mi, xi, vi, and i

indicate vehicle mass, instantaneous position, speed, and

serial number, respectively. The curve resistance, grade

resistance, and running resistance are calculated by

Eqs. (4)–(7) according to Chinese railway standard, Train

Traction Calculation (TB/T 1407.1-2018) for both the

locomotives and wagons:

wr ¼ 600=R; ð4Þ
wi ¼ j; ð5Þ

w00
02 ¼ 0:92 þ 0:0048vþ 0:000125v2; ð6Þ

w0
0 ¼ 1:40 þ 0:0038vþ 0:00013v2; ð7Þ

where R refers to the curve radius; j is the thousands of line

gradient; wr is the unit curve resistance (N/kN); wi is the

unit curve resistance (N/kN); w00
02 is unit running resistance

of vehicle C80 (N/kN); w0
0 is the running resistance of

locomotive HXD1 (N/kN).

The coupling force FGi is estimated by

FGi ¼ K � Dxþ C � D _x; ð8Þ

where Dx and D _x are the adjacent vehicles’ relative dis-

placement and velocity; K and C represent the stiffness and

damping of the draft gear obtained in the vehicle impact

test. The specific numerical solution is shown in Ref. [15].

2.2 Train air brake simulation

The air braking simulation system calculates the air flow in

the braking system at each moment, and then obtains the

characteristics of the air braking system according to the air

flow theory. When the compressed air flows in the brake

pipe, it complies with the conservation equations of energy,

momentum, and mass:

oq
ot

þ q
ou

ox
þ u

oq
ox

þ qu
F

dF

dx
¼ 0

ou

ot
þ u

ou

ox
þ 1

q
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2
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� a2u
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4f
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¼ 0

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

;

ð9Þ

Fig. 1 The 20,000-ton combination train structure
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where u is flow velocity; q is gas density; p is pressure; F is

cross-sectional area; a is sound velocity; f is the friction

coefficient of the inner wall; q is heat transfer rate; k is

specific heat ratio; D is pipe diameter; t is time; and x is

distance. The above equations are converted into ordi-

nary differential equations using the characteristic line

method. By combining the boundary equations at the

boundary nodes, the gas state in the pipeline can be

determined. Based on the results, the gas status of the

internal valve passage and each cylinder chamber is cal-

culated at each time in the 120-distribution valve model,

and the air braking characteristics and air braking force FBi

are obtained. Refs. [21, 22] specify the numerical solution

process.

The controllable train-tail device can be approximately

considered as a braking source, but it is different from the

locomotive air exhaust device. It does not maintain the

same pressure reduction amount as the locomotive during

service braking. No matter how much the locomotive

pressure reduction amount is, the pressure reduction

amount of the train-tail device is near 50 kPa. Secondly,

there is an oscillation phase in the pressure reduction.

Based on the principle of the controllable train-tail device,

it is modeled as a pipe with a hole at the end, and the

boundary Eqs. (10)–(12) are listed below. When the con-

trollable train-tail device starts to exhaust, the train pipe

becomes an open end at the tail, Eq. (10) is used as the

boundary equation in the gas flow theory to solve the train

air flowing state with Eq. (9), and its area is constrained by

the train pipe pressure reduction and target pressure

reduction according to Eq. (11). When the train tail is

closed, Eqs. (12) and (9) solve the train airflow state

together.

A4=ðk�1Þ � /2ðkAÞ2 � k � 1

2
/2ðA2 � 1Þ ¼ 0; ð10Þ

/ ¼ /0 Dp\0:9Dp0

/0ð1 � Dp=Dp0Þ Dp� 0:9Dp0
;

�

ð11Þ

u ¼ 0; ð12Þ

where A is dimensionless sound speed; / is hole area

opening ratio, k is the inlet riemann variable; k is specific

heat ratio; /0 is initial area; Dp is pressure drop; and Dp0 is

pressure drop set value.

As the longitudinal dynamics system and the train air

brake system performs co-simulation, the longitudinal dy-

namic calculation adopts a fixed integration step, while the

air braking simulation uses the non-fixed integration step

according to the gas flow state. Once the braking system

calculation time exceeds the dynamics calculation time, we

obtain the air braking force corresponding to the dynamics

calculation time by interpolating with the air braking

simulation results of this step and the previous step. The

calculation process is described in Ref. [15].

3 Simulation analysis of train braking
and longitudinal impulse

The 20,000-ton combined train adopts the formation of 1

locomotive (HXD1) ? 105 vehicles (C80) ? 1 locomotive

(HXD1) ? 105 vehicles (C80)? the controllable train-tail

device. The wagon C80 contains the Chinese 120 dis-

tributing valve and the MT-2 type draft gear. Table 1 lists

some parameters of the wagon C80 and the locomotive

HXD1. The train runs on a flat and straight track at 70 km/

h and the brake pipe pressure is 599 kPa. The simulation

case is that the combined train is under initial service

braking by 50 kPa reduction, and the locomotives do not

apply electric braking force.

3.1 The exhaust time arrangement

of the controllable train-tail device

When the combined train applies the initial service brak-

ing, the pressure air in the brake pipe discharges through

the exhaust of the controllable train-tail device and the

locomotives. And the controllable train-tail device and the

slave locomotive lag behind the master locomotive for 2 s.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the exhaust process of

the device. When the controllable train-tail device is

working, there are two stages: continuous exhaust and

intermittent exhaust. The continuous exhaust can quickly

reduce the brake pipe pressure and swiftly generate the

braking force of the rear vehicles at the beginning of

braking. The intermittent exhaust prevents the brake pipe

pressure from rising excessively due to the back surge of

pressure air caused by the controllable train-tail device

Fig. 2 The force diagram of a single vehicle
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closing. In Fig. 3, there are two curves: the red curve is the

test data of Datong–Qinhuangdao Railway, and the black

curve is the simulation result, and they are very close,

where the continuous exhaust time (t1) is 3.4 s, the inter-

mittent exhaust time (t2) is 3.7 s, and the time of one cycle

(Dt) during intermittent exhaust is 0.6 s.

Due to the unstable performance of the controllable

train-tail device in practical application, five conditions of

continuous exhaust time are set by 1.4, 2.4, 3.4, 4.4, and

5.4 s to simulate the exhaust time fluctuation. Figure 4

shows the brake pipe pressure of the last vehicle in dif-

ferent continuous exhaust time of the controllable train-tail

device. The final brake pipe pressure of the last vehicle is

557.51, 556.59, 556.42, 557.06, and 556.21 kPa, respec-

tively, and the maximum pressure difference is only

1.3 kPa. It shows that when the total working time of the

controllable train-tail device is constant, the extension of

continuous exhaust stage will not increase the pressure

reduction of the controllable train-tail device. After the

controllable train-tail device is closed, the echo of the

brake pipe is, respectively, 7.22, 6.35, 7.32, 6.72, and

7.18 kPa under each condition, which does not increase

with the shortening of intermittent exhaust time.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the maximum tensile

coupler force and the maximum compression coupler force

along the train length. By comparison, the maximum

coupler force of the train is the compression force. The

maximum compression coupler force mainly occurs

between the 120th and 130th vehicle, and the maximum

tensile coupler force occurs between the 60th and 80th

vehicle except when the continuous exhaust time 5.4 s.

The influence of continuous exhaust time on train

braking performance is also analyzed. Figure 6 illustrates

the air pressure distribution of the brake pipe along the

train, and Fig. 7 shows the average pressure of the brake

cylinders on the front and rear vehicles when the control-

lable train-tail device stops exhausting. As shown in the

two figures, the continuous exhaust time of the controllable

train-tail device has little effect on the pressure distribution

of the brake pipe and the average brake cylinder pressure of

the first 105 vehicles. While for vehicles behind the slave

Table 1 The parameters of locomotive HXD1 and wagon C80

Parameter HXD1 C80

Length (mm) 35,222 12,000

Axle load (t) 25 25

Maximum velocity (km/h) 120 100

Total weight (t) 2 9 100 100

Wheelbase (mm) 2800 1830

Wheel diameter (mm) 1250 840

Coupler type 13A 16-Type rotary dump coupler

17-Type fixed coupler

Fig. 3 Exhaust time arrangement of the controllable train-tail device
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Fig. 5 The maximum coupler force distribution of the trains: a the

maximum compression coupler force; b the maximum tensile force
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locomotive, the brake pipe pressure drop accelerates, and

the mean brake cylinder pressure increases from 99.33 to

102.29 kPa. With the continuous exhaust time of the con-

trollable train-tail device prolonging, the braking capacity

increases and the impact effect weakens.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the time

allocation of the controllable train-tail device has an effect

on the train braking characteristics, which in turn affects

the longitudinal impulse of the train. Figure 8 shows the

relationship between the continuous exhaust time propor-

tion of the controllable train-tail device and the maximum

coupler force of the train. As the continuous time increases,

the max coupler force of the train decreases. The linear

fitting result of the changing trend is shown in Eq. (13),

and the equation has some values for the maintenance and

design improvement of the controllable train-tail device for

reducing the longitudinal impulse of the train.

Fmax ¼ 34:44 � x� 373:06 ð0:2\x\0:76Þ; ð13Þ

where Fmax is the maximum compression coupler force of

the train in kN, and x is the ratio of the continuous exhaust

time to the total time of the controllable train-tail device.

3.2 Exhaust hole area of the controllable train-tail

device

The controllable train-tail device is a single-hole exhaust

mechanism, and the area affects the pressure change of the

brake pipe during braking. According to the test results, the

initial exhaust hole area /0 of the controllable train-tail

device model is determined, and then a proportion coeffi-

cient is used to simulate the initial exhaust hole area

changing from 70% to 140% with an interval of 10%. In

the following simulation under the train initial braking by

50 kPa reduction, the action time difference between the

locomotives and the controllable train-tail is 2 s, and the

exhaust time distribution of the controllable train-tail is

shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9 shows the brake pipe pressure changing at the

last vehicle with different exhaust hole areas of the

controllable train-tail device. It can be seen that the brake

pipe pressure drops more rapidly with the expanding

exhaust area. When the controllable train-tail stops

exhausting, the brake pipe pressure reduction of the last

vehicle is less than 50 kPa with the exhaust area coefficient

changing from 70% to 110%, and exceeds the target value

of 50 kPa when the exhaust area coefficient is in the range

of 120–140%.

Figure 10 shows the braking wave transmission of the

train when the controllable train-tail has different exhaust

areas. As the exhaust area increases, the braking wave of

the rear vehicles is faster and the braking synchronization

of the train improves. Figure 11 shows the average pres-

sure of the brake cylinder of the front vehicles and rear

vehicles at the 20 s after braking. As the exhaust hole area

of the controllable train-tail device increases, the braking

capacity of the rear vehicle increases, and the average

pressure difference of the brake cylinders at the front and

rear vehicles decreases from 10.2 to 0.20 kPa.

Table 2 lists the maximum compression coupler force,

the maximum tensile coupler force, and the corresponding

vehicle position in the train. The compression force of the

train is greater than the tensile force, and the maximum

compression force of the train decreases as the exhaust hole

Fig. 6 Brake pipe pressure of the last vehicle in the trains

Fig. 7 Average values of brake cylinder pressures at the front and

rear vehicles of the trains

Fig. 8 Relationship between exhaust mode and maximum coupler

force
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area increases. When the area coefficient of the exhaust

hole enlarges from 70% to 140%, the maximum coupler

force of the train decreases by 32.5%. The attenuation in

the longitudinal train impact is due to the improvement of

braking synchronization by changing the exhaust hole area

of the controllable train-tail device.

3.3 Operation time of the controllable train-tail

device

The 20,000-ton train of the Datong–Qinhuangdao Railway

adopts Locotrol technology to achieve the synchronous

operation of locomotives and reduce the longitudinal

impulse of the train. However, the asynchrony of the

master and slave locomotive operations still exists with a

lag time of 2–3 s generally. The communication lag time

between the controllable train-tail device and the locomo-

tive is no more than 0.8 s, and the total response time is no

more than 1.5 s [23]. Therefore, the influence of the

exhaust inconsistency between the locomotive and the

controllable train-tail on the longitudinal impulse will be

discussed. The conditions are that the slave locomotive lags

behind the master locomotive for 2 s, and the lag time of

the controllable train-tail behind the master locomotive

increases from 0 to 4 s with an interval of 0.5 s.

Figure 12 illustrates the braking wave transmission of

the train under the different lag times of the controllable

train-tail device. The average action time of the brake

cylinder pistons of front vehicles between the master and

slave locomotives is 2.8 s, while the average action time of

the rear vehicles increases from 3.2 to 5.1 s with the lag

time rising. Accordingly, the braking wave transmission

slows down, and the braking synchrony of the front and

rear vehicles reduces.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the maximum cou-

pler force of the train. During the braking process, the

maximum coupler force of the train is the compression

force. When the controllable train-tail device lags 4 s, the

maximum coupler force is 443.99 kN; when the control-

lable train-tail device and the master locomotive act syn-

chronously, the maximum coupler force is only 337.10 kN.

Hence, the maximum coupler force decreases by 31.7%

with the lag time shortening.

Figure 14 shows the relationship between the maximum

coupler force of the train and the lag times of the con-

trollable train-tail device when the slave locomotive lags

the master locomotive for 2 s and 3 s. The maximum

coupler force of the train is a compression force during

braking. In Fig. 14, the relationship has two stages: when

the controllable train-tail lags behind the master locomo-

tive within 1.5 s, the maximum force is small and changes

a little, but when the lag time exceeds 1.5 s, the maximum

force increases significantly. Equations (14) and (15)

describe the correlation between the lag time of the con-

trollable train-tail and the maximum coupler force when

the slave locomotive lags the master locomotive for 2 s and

3 s, respectively. The simulation results provide a theo-

retical basis for adjusting the action time of the controllable

train-tail device from the perspective of reducing the lon-

gitudinal impulse of the train.

Fmax ¼ 10:39 � t2 � 9:46 � t � 336:37 ð0:0� t� 4:0Þ;
ð14Þ

Fig. 9 Brake pipe pressure of the last vehicle under different exhaust

area

Fig. 10 Braking wave transmission of the train

Fig. 11 Average values of brake cylinder pressures at the front and

rear vehicles of the trains
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Fmax ¼ �12:02 � t2 � 3:81 � t � 345:75 ð0:0� t� 6:0Þ;
ð15Þ

where Fmax is the maximum compression force of the train

in kN, and t is the lag time of the controllable train-tail

device.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we establish the controllable train-tail device

model according to the performance of Datong–Qin-

huangdao Railway, apply the TABLDSS simulation system

to calculate the maximum coupler force of a 20,000-ton

combined train with different continuous exhaust time,

exhaust areas, and action lag time of the controllable train-

tail device under initial braking by 50 kPa reduction in

brake pipe pressure, and analyze the influence of control-

lable train-tail device characteristics on longitudinal train

impulse. The following conclusions are obtained:

1. When the total exhaust time of the controllable train-

tail device is fixed, the maximum coupler force of the

combined train decreases with the increase in the

continuous exhaust time. The maximum coupler force

was cut down by 5.6% when the continuous exhaust

time was 5.4 s compared with 1.4 s.

2. With the increase in the controllable exhaust area of

the train-tail device, the maximum coupler force of the

train decreases. When the exhaust area coefficient at

Table 2 The maximum coupler force of the train

Area coefficient (%) Compression Tensile

Force (kN) Position (No.) Force (kN) Position (No.)

70 - 438.87 126 278.79 114

80 - 409.56 129 273.72 107

90 - 369.97 129 266.20 61

100 - 339.58 129 281.07 63

110 - 317.02 203 218.67 64

120 - 314.79 91 211.49 167

130 - 311.49 91 223.15 168

140 - 296.06 91 250.07 165

Fig.12 Braking wave transmission by different delay time of the

controllable train-tail device

Fig.13 Maximum compression coupler forces of trains with different

lag time

Fig.14 Relationship between lag time and maximum coupler force
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the controllable train-tail device increases from 70% to

140%, the maximum coupler force is reduced by

32.5%.

3. When the lag time between the controllable train-tail

device and the main control locomotive is within 1.5 s,

the maximum coupler force of the train changes little;

and the lag time exceeds 2 s, the maximum coupler

force of the train rises by 31.7% with the lag time

increase.
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